This paper presents a theoretical study of e -CO scattering at collision energies from 1 to 7 eV in the static-exchange approximation. The T-matrix discrete-basis-set approach to electron-molecule scattering introduced by Rescigno, McCurdy, and 
The scattering amplitude in the laboratory frame (with the z axis in the direction of the incident electron) has the single-center expansion (for a diatomic target)'8 f"(R', f") = g a", "(u, a)Df. ", "(ft') i l'mm' xD, ""' *(R') Fr ", (z'), (15) where R' denotes the target orientation angles, and P' denotes the scattering angles in the laboratory frame. The (17) for polar molecules is due to the divergence of the forward-scattering cross section. The momentum-transfer cross section, however, has a weighting factor of 1 -cos~, which removes contributionsfrom forward scattering. Chandra" has proved that cr is finite for polar molecules in the fixed-nuclei approximation.
The width and position of a shape resonance in nonspherical potential scattering can be extracted from the eigenphase sum by applying the formula"
is evaluated using single-center expansions of the Coulomb interaction and each occupied orbital: (24) U"'(r) =2+ V (r)P"(F), (25) 
(1, o, 1) The eigenphases are labeled by the partial wave with largest mixing coefficient. Table IV gives the eigenphases and mixing coefficients obtained from corrected 'Z symmetry K-matrix elements at several energies. In Fig. 1 which is also given in Table VI 
